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Explanatory notes 

References to dollars (t) are to United States dollars,  unless otherwise 

stated. 

The monetary unit  in 3ri  Lanka  is the  rupee  (SRs).    During the period 

covered by the   report,  the value of the  rupee in  relation to the United States 

dollar was tUS 1   = 3Rs   8.66. 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material  in this 

publication do not  imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part 

of the Secretariat  of the United Mations concerning the  legal  status of any 

country,  territory,   city or area or of its authorities,  or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firm names and commercial products does not  imply endorsement 

by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 
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I 
ABSTRAGT 

The expert  was  sent to Sri Lanka in July 1974  for tho project  "Export 

services  in  saw-doctoring"-/ (DP/SRI/?V020)  of the United Nations Development 

Programme  (UNDP).     The United Nations  Industrial   Development  Organization  (UNIDO) 

was  the executing agency.     The  mission  was  to  last   for six months but  as this 

was   insufficient  time  to complete  the  work,  an  extension  of six months  was 

approved.    Owing to  delays   in  the  arrival   of machinery  for another project  to 

which the expert had been assigned,  he  was able  to accept  this  extension of 
2/ contract. However, after completing a total of ten months-'he was called away 

to start the other project. He later returned for two months, from 5 May to 

27 June 1976, to complete his assignment for the above-named project. 

The management of the Ceylon Plywoods Corporation felt that the saw- 

doctoring was proceeding satisfactorily at the main factory at Kosgama, where 

the expert spent most of the first ten months of the assignment, and requested 

that the expert, who is qualified in other aspects of woodworking, look into 

the reasons why most of the other companies and workshops are losing money on 

their- operations. Because of the limited time available, it was agreed that 

he would spend most of his time at the sawmill and furniture factory nearest 

to Colombo where he would try to correct as many time-wasting and incorrect 

practices as was possible in two months' time and at least put into motion 

some improvements in plant layout. 

l/ The original title of this project was "Expert services in saw-doctoring, 
timber prefab technology and chipboard technology". 

2/ See UNIDO, "Saw-doctoring training and technical assistance", terminal 
report prepared by 0. A. Woods for the project Expert Services in Saw-doctoring, 
Timber Prefab Technology and Chipboard Technology (IP/SRL/73/020), 21 March 
I975. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The project  "Export   services  in   aaw-doctoring"^ (DP/SRL/73/020)  of the 

United Nations Development Programme   (UNDP),  executing agency the United Nations 

Industrial  Development  Organization   (UNIDO),  commenced  in Jul,/  1974  when a 

saw-doc+oring expert  was  sent  to Sii   Lanka.    The  mission was  to last  for six 

months but  as this was   insufficient   tirre to complete the work,  an  extension of 

six months  was approved.    The expert,   owing to delays  in another project to 

wnioh he  had been assigned, agreed to accept this extension of contract.    However, 

after completing a  total   of ten months^he was called away to  start   the other 

project.     He   later returned  for two  months,   from  5 May to  2.1 June   1976, to 

complete his assign neni    -"or  the above-named project. 

The management  of the Ceylon Plywoods Corporation  felt that  the  saw- 

doctoring was proceeding satisfactorily at the main factory at  Kosgama, where 

the expert   spent most  of the first  ten months of the assignment,  and requested 

the expert,   who is qualified in other aspects of woodworking,   to look into the 

reasons why most  of the   other companies and workshops are losing money on their 

operations.     Because of the limited time available,   it  was agreed that he would 

spend most   of his time  at  the sawmill  and furniture  factory nearest  to Colombo 

where he would xry to correct as many time-wasting and  incorrect  practices as 

was possible  in two months1 time and  put  into motion some improvements in 

plant   layout. 

Fields  in which assistance was  given are as  follows! 

(a) Log storage ; 

(b) Log conversion; 

(c) Machining (secondary sawing and planing to size); 

(d) Blade maintenance; 

(e) Blade  fitting; 

(f) Machine maintenance (i.e.     correct adjustment for efficient working, 
not  routine  lubrication etc.) 

1/   The  original title of this project was  "Expert services in  saw-doctoring, 
timber profab technology and chipboard technology". 

2/   See UNIDO,  "Saw-doctoring training and technical assistance", terminal 
report prepared by Q. A.  Woods for the project Expert Services  in Saw-dootoring, 
Timber Prefab Technology and Chipboard Technology  (DP/SRL/73/020) ,   21 March I975. 
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(g) Timber  seasoning (drying); 

(h) Movement  of materials; 

(i) Waste di sposai; 

(j) Rationalisation of sawnwood sizes; 

(k) Constructional design; 

(l) Shop practice; 

(m) Follow-up saw-doctoring training and troubleshooting at Kosgama 

J 
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PINDINGS 

Many faults could bo  found  in the methods and equipment  being used and it 

was clear that  all  the employees  of the  factory,   from the manager down to the 

labourers, need various degrees  of retraining in basic  skills.    The expert's 

most  difficult task was to avoid getting involved in trying to correct every 

fault that he  saw and to keep to certain aspects which would benefit the  fac- 

tory most. 

Of all the faults encountered, the use of unseasoned timber to manufacture 

furniture stood out as the one that perhaps was causing more waste in materials 

and time and engendered more  customers'  complaints than anything else. 

The expert therefore,   in view of the  limited time available,  decided to 

concentrate his  efforts on (a)  establishing correct air-seasoning procedures 

and  (b) the supply to the machine  workshop of standard sizes of seasoned timber 

without  which any further improvements  in the production of furniture would be 

impossible. 

As the system of log conversion directly affects the amount of waste  caused 

by dry-,- defects ana the time  it  takes to dry the timber,  a new pattern of 

sawing the logs was  established that will also reduce the amount of resawing 

necessary at a  later  stage  in the  production line. 

Serious  faults   in blade  maintenance and blade fitting were corrected,   re- 

sulting in a much higher cutting speed in the vertical multiblade  frame-saw 

machine. 

Most of the slab offcuts from the sides of the  logs were being sawn up and 

sold for firewood,   resulting in not only a low recovery rate  from the logs but 

also the selling 0f valuable timber at one third the cost price.    The pro- 

duction of tea chest  battens has been established,  which should result in a 

good profit  from these  slab offcuts. 

Although several  physical  improvements were made during the eight weeks of 

the assignment,  the expert has drawn up plans for further improvements which, 

if approved by the Corporation,  will have to be put  into effect after his de- 

parture.    These include the building of a log deck on which to unload and store 

logs,  the moving of most of the woodworking machines to one of the carpentry 

workshops to make room for seasoning operations,  and the erection of a shed 

I 
1 
1 
1 
II 
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to bo used to store timber and house the  resawing unit.    If these  improvements 

arc   carried out  and then administered correctly,  they should not only benefit 

the Velona workshop but also the smaller Corporation workshop8 that   obtain their 
timber from Velona. 

Log supplies 

Fault 

1.     The   range  in  log  length,   3-7 m,   is too 
great,  causing difficulties in handling 
and stocking for seasoning and  in a high 
percentage  of wastage from short  logs. 

2. Most  of the  logs have one  end that has been 
chopped into a point and in addition has a 
hole  chopped into it to pass a pulling 
rope.    Even though this useless end is not 
included in the measurement  for pricing the 
logs,   it causes many stoppages in the  saw- 
ing operation and may cause damage to the 
vertical frame-saw machine  if the ends 
break off from the plaak or board during 
the sav/ing. 

3. The  general quality of the  logs seems to 
be on the low side,  especially when they 
are  supposed to be  class I and II.    The 
use of crooked logs, which have to be  cut 
in half before they can be sawn,  is parti- 
cularly wasteful. 

4. Some  logs are too dry when they are 
brought to the machine and in consequence 
nave  large shakes  sometimes almost split- 
ting the log down its entire length.    In 
some  instances, the  log has to be split  in 
two pieces before  it can be passed through 
the log breakdown machine. 

Suggested improvement, 

A smaller range log length 
should be negotiated.    A  range 
of 4-5 m seems reasonable, 
especially for the  class I and 
II logs used for furniture 
production. 

The logs should be cut off 
square at both ends in the 
f rest, even if it costs a 
few cents extra. 

Tighten up on the specifica- 
tions and/or the inspection 
of the  logs before  they are 
loaded onto the lorries in 
the forest. 

Insist on freshly-felled logs 
and keep storage time down to 
a minimum. 

Log storage 

1. Logs are dumped anywhere there is space in- 
stead of being unloaded as near to.the log 
breakdown machine as possible. Even if 
logs are offloaded next to the trolley, 
they still have to be manhandled onto it, 
pushed the full length of the mill and 
transferred across to the log carriage. 

Logs should be offloaded as 
near to the log breakdown maoh- 
ine as possible so that the 
minimum amount of handling is 
necessary. Erect a log deck 
and sloping ramp onto which 
the loga can be offloaded and 
rolled down onto the log car- 
riage of the horizontal frame- 
saw machine. 
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2. 

3. 

Panlt 

The dumping and dragging of logs by trac- 
tor over the ground to the  sawmill means 
that they pick up dirt some  of which is 
imbedded and  cannot  bo  removed even with 
wire brushes.    This dirt blunts blades 
very  rapidly pushing up saw-doctor costs, 
blade wear,   replacement  costs and in- 
creases machine downtime  for biado 
clanging which directly lowers produc- 
tion. 

Logs dry out  and splitting at each end 
causes considerable wastage. 

Suggested improvement 

Offloading directly onto the 
suggested  log deck  will  elimi- 
nate this completely unless 
logs are  delivered dirty  from 
the  forest.     If they are,   this 
should  be taken up with the 
suppliers,  but   in any case, 
logs will  be  more easily 
cleaned if stored  on a log 
deck. 

First,   freshly-sawn loga 
should be  supplied. Secondly, 
they should be  sawn as soon as 
possible after delivery. This 
moans not  stocking more than 
three to  four days supply which 
should be sufficient to ensure 
continuous production even if 
one or two lorries break down. 
Thirdly,   spraying the logs with 
water and painting their ends 
to seal the pores may be worth- 
while if splitting continues 
after carrying out the pre- 
vious suggestions. 

Log conversion 

The expert  introduced a system of log conversion which is mo3t suited to 

the type of log breakdown machines installed, i.e.  one horizontal  frame-saw and 

one vertical multiple frame-saw.    The advantages of the new system are as 
follows: 

(a) The two machines are operated together so there  i3 a situation 
created whereby the team of each machine has to keep up with the other which 
oreates a slightly competitive   spirit and.has helped the increase  in output 
realised even before a bonus scheme was introduced; 

(b) The amount  of work done by the machines on each log is fai  more than 
that done previously as now most  of the secondary reaawing has automatically 
been included in the log conversion,  i.e. the slabs are already converted into 
boards so that all pieces come  out of the second machine  in square boards of 
basic standard sizes; 

(c) The new system, together with the correct feeding of half logs and 
the cleaning of logs with wire brushes, has resulted in a 300JÊ increase in blade 
life between sharpanings i.e.  from 25 to 100 logs sawn on the vertical i ame-saw 
i*ere up to 16 blades are used -together.    Consequently,  saving in machine 
downtime is quite substantial. 
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Fault 

1.    Logs were being sawn through 
and through   leaving the timbo?' 
in  slab form,i.e.   not  edged 
but   left  with  the  bark on both 
edges.    This;  method  is  satin- 
factory if a double-edger  or 
if multiple  straight line edg- 
ing machine:; are available, 
but as this  is not   so,  much 
time  is wasted   in secondary 
resawing. 

2.    At   present  most   of the  slab 
offcuts  from the  sides  of the 
logs are being cut  up  for 
firewood.    Even though this 
is  sapwood,   it   should be  pos- 
sible to   recover some useful 
timber. 

Ì.    The block and  tackle which 
should be used to transfer the 
partly cut  log from the hori- 
zontal to the vertical  frame- 
saw machine had been moved and 
was being used to lift  the 
logs  from the  trolley onto  the 
carriage of the horizontal 
frame-saw. 

Suggested imrrovement 

The two   frame-saws  should be used as a team, 
as was the intention when they were   instal- 
led.    The horizontal  single-bladed frame-Baw 
removes   one  side, then the  log is turned  l80° 
and the  other  side   removed,  after which one 
or occasionally two more  cuts are  made to 
the width of the boards or planks used. 
These slabs are then passed to the vertical 
multiple   frame-saw which converts  them into 
standard-size boards. 
Note;    This system has already been put 
into operation. 

A  team  of two  or three  people  should be 
employed  füllt irne  in this work with the aim 
of producing useful timber from the  offcuts 
from both  lo¿, breakdown machines.    The 
machine used for this purpose should be 
moved to a midway position between the two 
frame-saws. 

Move the  block and  tackle back to its 
original  position and use as planned to 
transfer logs onto the carriage and erect 
a temporary log deck. 
Not et    This work has already been carried 
out. 

4. No wire brushes or debarking 
tools are available to clean 
or remove dirty bark. 

Make simple spade-1ike tools to remove 
dirty or loose bark.    Purchase wire brushes 
and insist on their use. 
Note»    Wire brushes are now in use. 

Standardization of sawnvobd sizes 

I 

1. Previously, logs were sawn 
through and through into slabs 
and whilst this method leaves 
complete flexibility in the 
choice of sizes which can be 
resawn, it is wasteful be- 
cause of seasoning defects, 
and far too time consuming. 

2. Boards of too great a width 
are being used and this cau- 
ses a high percentage of waste 
from seasoning defects and 
even rejects and complaints 
f om customers when panels and 
table tops etc. split and/or 
warp. 

Use both log breakdown machines in tandem 
and produce boards from the logs of standard 
dimensions. 

Because of the system of seasoning, i.e. 
air drying and the availability of veneered 
particleboard and plywood, all furniture 
should be re-designed using plywood or 
particleboard where widths exceed I50 mm 
for such items as panels, table tops, cabinet 
aid«« A+.n. 
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Fault 

3.    Too many different  sawn and 
non-standard sawn sizes are 
being used at present resul- 
ting in the wastage of both 
material and labour. 

Suggested improvement 

All designa of furniture  should be examined 
and any non-standard sections altered to 
utilize standard sections.    At the same  time, 
the number of different sections  should be 
reducid to the absolute minimum.    To this 
end,  and to assist  metrification in the 
carpentry division,   the expert proposed a 
table  of standard sizes which it  is hoped 
everyone will  work within and perhaps 
rationalize even further.    (See  figure I.) 

Timber seasoning 

1.    Although some timber was put 
into piles with stickers in 
between for drying,  the piles 
were placed sideways against 
a boundary wall thus comple- 
tely preventing the necessary 
air circulation. 

New 3ites should be cleared and space  left 
between piles to ensure air circulation. 
Notet    Action already taken. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Timber for drying was not pro- 
perly raised off the ground. 
This, together with the above, 
can encourage fungal attack 
and some timber was completely 
ruined and had to be thrown 
away. 

Timber which has in 
been put into stick 
stacked for drying) 
been dated and some 
been overgrown with 
while other timber 
used freshly sawn. 

the past 
(piled and 
has not 
piles have 
weeds 
has been 

A lot    of waste occurs from 
end shakes which are caused 
by the endB of wide slabs dry- 
ing out be foie the middle 
portion. 

Timber for seasoning should be placed on 
level wooden beams resting on concrete 
blocks which prevents attack from termites 
and gives good air circulation under the 
timber. 
Notet    Rubber tree trunks are used at  pre- 
sent but a watch should be kept  for ter- 
mite activity. 

Timber should be dated as soon as it has 
been put into stick, after which it must 
be used in strict order according to thick- 
ness.    Obviously thick timber will tkke 
longer to dry than thin sections and the 
drying times of the various thicknesses 
will have to be found by testing with a 
moisture meter. 

Timber for air seasoning should be cut  into 
narrower widths and not left to dry in slab 
form.    This will not only reduce waste from 
end shakes but also considerably speed up 
the drying process. 
Motet    This has already been put into 
practice. 
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Fault 

5. 

6. 

Pilca  of timber  for  drying 
were placed outside  without 
any cover.    This uddr> to the 
amount  of waste by surface 
and end  split i" because  of the 
strong sun and  by the timber 
not drying in  the  rainy ¡sea- 
sons. 

There  was little or no plan- 
ning of the  sawmill1.j  produc- 
tion which resulted   in many 
stacks  of 1   l/8-in.   thick  tim- 
ber but  no other sizes.    This 
meant,   for example,   that  when 
2-in.   thick timber was  requi- 
red by the machine  workshop  it 
was cut  by the  sawmill  and 
passed,   completely saturated 
with water,   straight   into the 
machine  shop  with the  result 
that  most of it was   rejected 
during manufacture. 

Suggested   improvement 

Although   individual  roofs can be placed on 
top of timber  stacks  which are air drying, 
thin does  not   prevent  the ends of the tim- 
ber' from  drying  out  very quickly and split- 
ting because they are  not protected  from 
the oun.    Although more costly, a proper 
timber drying  r.hcd  is  preferred which 
would give protection  from both rain and 
sun.    The  existing machine workshop is both 
suitable   and  conveniently situated. 
Notet    One third of the workshop has already 
been cleared  and  is being filled with timber 
in stick. 

The production manager must   plan his re- 
quirements well   in advance  and give  these 
in writing to the sawmill manager.    This 
may sound an impossible task when it  is 
considered that thick sizes may take six 
months to dry,   but exact quantities are not 
asked for,  only  rough percentages of the 
basic sizes used.    It   will alao helo to have 
some aurdus dry timber in stock instead of 
wet logs. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Simplified measurement  of sawn timber 

Timber- for air seasoning should be put  into standard-size  stacks with 

standard spaces in between each layer so that the  cubic contents of each stack 

can easily be calculated  for each different  thickness of timber sawn.    A con- 

venient  size  for use with the  metric   system is 2 m wide by 2 m high by the 

length of the  log from which the timber is cut.    This length usually .varies 

between a minimum and maximum agreed by the  supplier of logs and the sawmill. 

Therefore,  an average log length has  to be used;  one was  calculated from a 

sample of 50 logs which came  to 16.9  ft (5il54 mm). 

Each layer of boards stacked for drying with  spaces  in between each board 

so that air can circulate averaged a width of 5 ft   (1,525 mm) of actual timber. 

The number of layers of boards  in each stack will of course vary with the 

thickness of the timber and for easy calculation the number of layers must be 

standardized for each thickness (tables 1 and 2). 

I 
I 
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Using 25 mm square ntickors in  between each   layer of boards,   the volume   of 

each layef and of the whole stack can easily be calculated (tabler. 1  and 2). 

Table  1 .    Volume of stacks   of sawn timber of various thicknesses 
- Brit inn   imperial units 

I 
I 

Thickness 
(in.) 

Volume/layer 
(ft*) 

Laye is/stack 
Volume/stack 

(ft 5) 

1 7.0 40 282 

1 1/8 7.8 38 295 

1 1/4 8.8 35 308 

1 1/2 10.6 31 329 

1 3/4 12.4 28 347 

2 13.3 27 371 

2 I/2 I6.5 24 397 

3 20.8 20 415 

4 27.8 16 445 

Table   2.    Volume of stacks  of sawn timber of various thicknesses 
- metric units 

Thickness 
(mm). 

Volume/layer 
(nÓ) 

Layers/stack 
Volurne/stack 

(-3) 

25 0.2 40 8.00 

28 0.22 38 8.36 

32 0.25 35 8.76 

40 O.3I 31 9.61 

50 0.39 27 10.53 

60 0.47 24 11.28 

75 O.59 20 11.80 

100 0.79 16 12.64 

Wien timber is  supplied to other Corporation workshops it  can eventually 

be Bupplied air seasoned and resawn to standard sizes.    Because wth build-up 

of stocks will  take  several months,   suuplies to  other workshops should be  made 

straight from the sawmill in the  form of basic sizes which will require putting 

into stick on arrival at the workshop. 
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Measurement  of all  timber supplied to other workshops should in future be 

lineal  i.e. in running feet   or running metres,   e.g.! 

10,000 ft  of      2 in. x    1 in. 

1,000 ft  of     4 in. x    2 in. 

or 

3,000 m    of    50 mm    x 25 mm 

300 m    of 100 mm   x  50 mm 

To assist   in physically measuring each piece the expert has prepared two 

forms (one imperial and  one  metric units), which could be  printed and used by 

the timber stores staff (tables   3 and 4).    This will  simplify the present sys- 

tem where  every piece  is written down individually.    The  suggestion was also 

made and adopted, to use a long wooden staff to measure   the   lengths instead 

of the present   2-ft rule. 

Finally the timber atoren  staff should not be  required to convert the  lin- 

eal measurement s J instead the  accounts section should price and charge for the 

timber by lineal measurement. 

Tea chest batten production 

The manufacture  of battens for tea chests from slab offcuts from the logs 

is an ideal way of utilizing these pieces,  a high percentage of which would other- 

wise end up as  firewood.    The  reason  it  is ideal  is because the aise,  21 x 21 mm, 

mean«? that all  but the   smallest pieces can be cut up for this purpose. 

In addition the slab offcuts  are sapwood which is  less dense and therefore 

softer than the heartwood of the log and again this will be more suitable for 

the battens which have to have good nailing properties. 

The  cost   of the timber- has already been allowed  for in the waste factor 

„hen convening the  log to  timber,   but even so,  the price of 3Rs 2.10 per set 

of 12 battens  leaves very  little  profit  margin when we   consider that 16 mitres 

and 8 square ends have to be   cut  and the  surfaces of the battens have to be 

«smooth» - because of this  the battens must have a sawn  finish, otherwise the 

cost of planing to size,  even on two sides only,  would  make any profit very 

difficult to  realize.     Of course the sawn finish must   be a smooth one otherwise 

customers might  reject  the  battens and the expert demonstrated how this oan be 

achieved by (a)  »side dressing« the spring set teethj   (b) making sure that the 

good surfaces are not   ruined by the teeth coming up at   the back of the blade, 
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and (c)  teaching the take-off man to opon up the  cut as the timber comes off 

the   roar   of the machine.     Ideally,  a thicker riving kniff;  should bo  fitted which 

would automatically ensure  thin. 

Tests  were  carried  out  to  define the amount   of shrinkage that  would take 

place during the  drying  of battens sawn from  wet   slabs to a moisture content 

of 14—I6fl6.      Ten samples  were   dried in a small   oven,   specially built for the 

purpose,   and heated by an  electric  light bulb,   having first been measured to 

the  nearest 0.1  mm in both  directions.    The tabulated   results  show an average 

1  mm shrinkage so that   if a sawn size of 22 x  22 mm is used the battens1 aide 

should dry to 21 mm (I3/I6  in.) as specified.    To ensure accurate sizes,  a steel 

guage was made with 22 mm and  21 mm slots so that  the sawer can test his fence 

setting on the first trial piece cut.    The  21  mm slot  can be used to test'dried 

battens  or dry waste timber  if it  is being used  for batten production. 

A combination jig has been designed to cut  all three different   lengthB, 

two mitred and one square.     This will allow the  operator to cut  random length 

material   into any of the three  sises, thereby getting the maximum number of 

battens  from each piece. 

This product  is perfect   for the utilization of these  slabs.    However,   to 

be   successful it  will  require   sound supervision to maintain the necessary out- 

put and quality control.    Special points to watch are:    the sizes,  i.e.,  lengths, 

widths and thicknesses,   and the smoothness of the  sawn surfaces. 

Ko s gama 

The expert  looked  into the production of the tea chest battens at the 

main woodworking complex at  Kosgama and made the  following comments! 

(a) The cost  of the  timber alone,  i.e.   class II sawn to 1-in. planks 
and delivered to the machine  workshop, is almost  equal to the selling price of 
the sets of battensj 

(b) When kiln seasoning is added to the  cost  of SRs  3 per cubic ft, 
then the  loss on each set  of battens at this  stage is approximately SRs O.8O; 

(c) If machinery costs plus overheads are added then the loss will be 
quite considerable.    It   is not  really necessary to look into the financial  side 
further as quite clearly some  drastic change has to be made in the method of 
production and,  above all,  the cost of the timber used must be reduced. 

Short-term recommendations 

1.      Two different systems of trials should be carried out using slab offoutsi 

(a)    Cross-cut  only to multiple batten lengths in the sawmill then pass 
them on to the furniture factory; 
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(b)     Resaw slabs to 22 mm thickness on the band  resaw,  then pass them 
on to the furniture  factory.    Th~ expert does not  favour the  second method as 
the sawn surfaces will bo rough and almost certainly not  acceptable to the 
customers. 

2.      Kiln seasoning should be cut  out;  this is not necessary and  far too costly. 

1.      Another  jift aa designed by the  expert at Velona,   should be constructed 

and used  for cutting the three different   lengths both mitred and square ended. 

4.      An attempt   should be made to  isolate batten production and co3t  it  separ- 

ately and at  the same time^to find out how many workers are necessary to run the 

batten production unit. 

Long-term   recommendations 

1. If the above experiments are  successful,  consideration should be given to 

making simple   saw-benches to use  for this work and to house them as near as 

possible to the  out feed end of the  conveyor belt at the  sawmill.    This will 

eliminate or  reduce transporting slabs and will net  create  a waste disposal 

problem  in the   furniture  factory. 

2. Each production unit, i.e., one   ripsaw and one cross-cutting machine,   cm be 

duplicated as  many times as is necessary to produce the required output and of 

course the unit   could,   if necessary,   work two or even three  shifts per day. 

I 
Î 

Waste disposal 

Fault 

1. Too much valuable timber is being 
sold for firewood at approximate- 
ly 2556 of  its cost to the Corpor- 
ation.    Some  loss from logs  is 
normal,  and is allowed for, but 
care must  be taken to keep it  to 
a minimum providing of course 
that converting the waste into 
useful timber does not cost more 
than it  is worth. 

2. The practice of weighing fire- 
wood for sale  should be stopped 
as it is far too time wasting. 

Suggested improvement 

The slabs cut  from logs represent  appro- 
ximately 20$ of the volume  of each log, 
therefore,  some attempt should be made 
to recover useful timber from these 
pieces.    Tea chest  battens  seem to be 
the ideal item and every effort  should 
be made to make this idea a success. 

It is suggested that  firewood be sold in 
sacks at an appropriate rato.    This not 
only eliminates weighing,  but prevents 
cuBtomers taking away long pieces which 
are useful to the Corporation, as is done 
when bullock carts are used to take away 
the firewood. 
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Machining (secondary  re sawing) 

With  the correct  use of the   log breakdown machines,   p,n  introduced by the 

expert,  the timber put   into stick for seasoning is already cui  to the basic 

standard-sized boards.     This  reduces  considerably 1he amount   of work necessary 

to  resaw the remaining   standard sizes and therefore frees several  machines used 

for resawing together with their' operators. 

As each stack of timber becomes  dry and  ready for use  it   will     have  to be 

removed from the seasoning shed to  make  way for more wet timber.    This means 

that  the whole stack will be moved to the   resawing shed (to be  erected),   placed 

on the timber deck and  from there  it   will  be sawn into the various  viidths and 

thicknesses of the most  economical  bajic  sizes.    The machinist  will  know auto- 

matically which sizes are most urgent  g imply by looking at  the  timber' rack in 

front of him in which the  standard   sawn sizes are stored ready to  issue to the 

machine workshop.    In other words,   if there  is  little or no 50 x  25 mm board in 

the  rack,  he will cut  pome,   and try at all  times to maintain stocks  of all the 

sizes used. 

Any timber will be  issued from this  rack to the machine  shop and other fac- 

tories in lineal measure  (feet  or metres).     Prom this rack the timber should, 

in most  cases,  pass through a cross-cutting machine on its way    nto the machine 

shop.     (See figure II.) 

Movement  of materials 

Fault 

The earth floor in the present 
machine workshop makes the move- 
ment of materials from one nach- 
ine to another very difficult as 
small trolleys,  which would be 
ideal  for small  furniture com- 
ponents, cannot be used. 

The present  layout  of machines 
perhaps more  suited to  joinery 
than furniture manufacture be- 
oause the spaces between the 
machines are too big. 

is 

Suggested improvement 

The   proposal to move the machines to one 
of the carpentry workshops would solve 
this problem as the carpentry workshop 
floor is concreted;  all  that  will be 
necessary will be to make a number of 
trolleys with a top surface  in the  re- 
gion of 9OO x 1,800 mm. 

If the machines are moved to the new work- 
shop they should not be bolted down until 
the movement of materials has been re- 
duced to a minimum. Ideally,   one machine 
operator should be able to pick up a com- 
ponent,   carry out his process and place 
it  on a table for the next  machinist 
to pick up, without either of them hav- 
ing to move  from their working position. 
Trolleys  should be used only when this 
arrangement  is not possible. 
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I Proposed reorganization of the sawmill  and machino workshop 

Planning a now factory  layout   is much cacior than trying to  improve an 

existing situation which  impone:- many restriction;', including capital   outlay. 

The proposed  reorganization will  accomplish  riverai major  improvements  with  the 

least  expenditure  on the part   of the  Corporation.    Th.-   scheme   will  utilize 

existing buildingc,   with the  except, ion of the   »or-awing ani  dry-timber i hed 

and even that  will   use  steel   truss-s and   roofing from a building which collapsed 
during a storm. 

The  improvements  will  be: 

(a) A  timber  seasoning rh- d  with  the advantages   of  reducing seasoning 
defects to  a minimum and effecting a trenondous  saving  m   re je et e J  timber; 

(b) The   log deck will   eliminate   the   need   for the   tractor to  drag logs 
to the  sawmill  and   will   reduce the  number  of labourers  employed  on log handling 
from six to  an estimated two.    The   log deck  will  also ensure   that   logs are  kepi" 
clean with a consequent  saving in machine  downtime  to change  and  sharpen blades; 

(c) The transfer of machines to the   carpenti-;/ workshop  to make way  for 
the air seasoning will   provide  the  machine   workshop with  a concrete   floor" where 
components  can be  moved about much more  easily and will   not  pick up dirt  from 
the floor as  is now the case; 

(d) The  transfer of the carpenters to a section of the   finished goods 
store should not  present any problems;  the  partitions removed  from the n»w dry- 
ing shed can be used to partition off the  new workshop  store; 

(e) The   '.ransfer of the machines will give an opportunity  for a com- 
pletely new and improved layout of the woodworking machinery which should result 
in some improvement   in efficiency  in that   vital section; 

(f) The  resawing shed will   provide  the necessary buffer between the 
seasoning shed and  the machine workshop;   complete stocks  of dry timber of one 
thickness oan be  resawn in this shod without   referring to the  needs of the 
machine shop; 

(g) The  dry-timber rack in the  resawing shed will  provide an automatic 
visual guide  to the  resawing team as to what  sizes should be  sawn next  i.e. 
the sizes which are  getting low in the racks; ' ' 

(h)    The  dry-timber rack will also provide the timber  store-keeper with 
a point  from which he can accurately issue timber to the  machine  3hop; 

(i) The plans for the proposed panel components workshop, which would 
include the process of sanding, allow for expansion, which will take place if 
more use  is to be  made  of chipboard and plywood; 

( j)    Finally the whole movement  of timber, from the   log to finished com- 
ponents, will   flow reasonably well with very little time   lost by unnecessary 
handling. 
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Blade maintenance (frame-raw) 

Blade maintenance nhould include the following: 

(a) Tensioning and levelling; 

(b) Spring or swage setting; 

(c) Sharpening. 

The blades supplied   for both the horizontal  and vertical multiple  frame- 

saw machines at Velona are of good quality and are  tensioned at the  manufacturers 

before  delivery.    Because  of this, and the fact that   frame-saw blades are often 

used  successfully without   further tensioning,   most   of the blades at Velona have 

not   given trouble   in this  respect.    However,   it  does not  mean that the blades 

would  not   perform better  if they were  tensioned  regularly. 

Only spring setting has been used simply because the tools necessary for 

swage  setting are  not available.    This  method  is quite satisfactory but the 

amount   of set must  not  exceed half the  blade  thickness as was the case with some 

of the  teeth examined by the expert.    The blade  thickness is 2 mm and the  recom- 

mended amount  of set  should be 0.8 mm which  is  quite  adequate and keeps within 

the  maximum permissible   set of 1 mm,  even allowing for slight errors  in 

accuracy. 

2. 

Fault 

The vertical  frame-saw blades 
were being sharpened tapered (as 
only the bottom half of the blade 
was being used,  the   saw-doctors 
did not  think it necessary to 
sharpen the top half).    This 
caused the overhang of the  blade, 
when fixed in the machine,   to in- 
crease   from the correct 12 mm to 
40 mm,   or more  on some blades. 
Por some  reason the top and bot- 
tom rods which held the wooden 
spacers  in plac- (and    also limit 
the overhang of the  blades)  were 
interchanged,   causing new blades 
to lean backwards instead of 
forwards. 

The set  on the blades was not ac- 
curate enough and in some cases 
more than the allowed maximum of 
half the blade*s thickness. 

Suggested improvement 

For maximum production, blades' should be 
sharpened by machine which will automa- 
tically keep them parallel and with all 
the teeth working equally.    However un- 
til a machine   is provided the  saw-doctors 
will have to continue sharpening by hand 
grinding or filing.    An improvement to 
total hand sharpening would be to send 
the blades  in sets to Kosgama for machine 
sharpening at  least every third sharpen- 
ing so that  the uniformity of the teeth 
will be maintained. 
Note:    Blades have now been corrected 
and ground parallel. 

Use a more  accurate set-gauge and set the 
teeth to 0.8 mm ± 0.1 mm.    If possible, a 
dial type set-gauge should be transferred 
from Kosgama. 
Note»    This has been done. 
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3. 

4. 

5- 

6. 

Fault 

The horizontal   frame-saw blades 
are sharpened extremely well  con- 
sidering that  they are ground 
freehand, however,  blades are be- 
coming becoming very hollow (con- 
cave)  on the back edge because of 
the excessive hoat  generated when 
sharpening the   front  edge. Provi- 
ding the cutting edge  is main- 
tained straight,  this will  not 
cause any problems but it  does 
increase blade   wear. 

The all  important hook angle on 
both the horizontal  and vertical 
frame-saw blades is not being 
maintained at  a constant and cor- 
rect angle. 

The present grinding wheels are 
too thin and in consequence pro- 
duce gullets of too  small a 
diameter. 

Circular saw blades are being 
sharpened reasonable well by hand 
filing, however,  top clearance 
and hook angles are too big re- 
sulting in weak tooth points and 
almost certain rapid blunting. 

Suggested improvement 

Although very light  grinding will help, 
machine sharpening is the  only real an- 
swer to efficient  sawing. Pile  sharpen- 
ing would eliminate this  fault but is 
costly and time consuming.    If blades 
were tensioned, this hollow back would 
not  occur as part  of the tensioning pro- 
cess  is to keep the back edge straight. 

7. Sawn surfaces for the manufacture 
of tea chest  battens have to be 
smooth according to specifica- 
tions.    Normal  sawn surfaces are 
not good enough. 

Again,  machine sharpening at Kosgama 
will help.    For hand grinding,  a board 
on which to rest the blades should be 
fixed to the grinding machine at  105 
to the side  of the wheel thereby assis- 
ting in keeping the hook angle at 15°. 

Change future orders to 12 mm,   cr even 
16 mm, thick wheels. 

Hook angles should be noQmore than 30 
for ripping blades and 5    for cross-cut 
blades.    All top clearance angles should 
be 15°.    Top bevel on ripsaw blades 
should be 0-5    maximum but on cross- 
cutting blades 20    will give a cleaner 
cut to the end grain surfaces. 
Not et    Some  instruction has been given 
in hand sharpening and a tool  for rang- 
ing down the teeth to maintain the blade 
round and ensure that all teeth cut 
equally has been made and demonstrated. 

Side dressing of spring set teeth has 
been demonstrated and this, together with 
the use of an accurate set gauge,  should 
give almost a planed surface. 

Blade fitting 

1.    It is absolutely essential that 
the vertical  frame-saw blades be 
fitted into the frame parallel to 
the machine  slides(which are bas- 
ically vertical) otherwi.se the 

At  a suitable time, when production will 
not be stopped,  the fitters should take 
up the excessive play in the machine 
slides by the adjustment provided. After 
this has been'done, the damping plateB 
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Fault 

up-and-down movement of the biados 
will tend to lift  and push down 
the  log,  causing severe vibration. 
The machinists,   whilst setting the 
all  important   first blade using a 
spirit   level,   rely  on the machine 
being plumb and the machine  slides 
having no sideways movement.  In 
fact  the slides  have an estimated 
3-5 mm  side  movement   resulting  in 
the blades running out of parallel 
to the  movement   of the  framo. 

Suggested  improvement 

on one   side  must  be   re-adju..rted  so that 
a clock dial gauge  fixed to the  machine 
and touching the blade  side   shows no 
variano*-'  between the top and bottom of 
the  machine strokes. 
Note:     Although the  expert  did not have 
the  time  to do this  work,   he  adjusted 
the  blades to  run  reasonably well  and no 
harm  should be  done to  them  providing 
no-one alters his  setting, until   time is 
available for the  correct adjustment, 
as  detailed above. 

2.  Blade  overhang on  the vertical Th-  position of the  clamping bolt a has 
frame-saw was  completely wrong bren corrected and a gauge made to set 
because of the   incorrect  sharpening the  position of the blade   straps.    This 
etc> will  ensure that  the correct   12 mm over- 

hang is maintained. 

3.  The bottom wooden spacers,  which 
determine the thicknesses  sawn on 
the vertical  frame-saw machine, 
were  collecting sawdust  on their 
top edges which was compacting and 
hitting the underside of the   logs 
causing much vibration. 

A  new type of bottom packing ha3 been 
introduced with sloping top edge sur- 
faces to which the  sawdust  will  not 
stick enough to cause contact   with the 
underside  of the   log.    Improvements in 
shape and size have also been  introduced 
to both top and bottom packings and in- 
structions given to gradually  replace 
all  old packings with the new design in 
metric  sizes.    The correct  thickness is 
equal  to the  required timber  size plus 
2 mm. 

I 
I 

I 

Machine maintenance 

1. The thickness planing machines1 

anti-friction rollers,  infeed and 
outfeed,  and the two pressure bars 
were  out of adjustment causing 
poor feeding of the timber and ir- 
regular planed surfaces full of 
the telltale hollows characteristic 
of these mis-adjustments. 

The  expert demonstrated the   correct set- 
ting of these various parts and it is 
hoped that the machinist aid factory 
fitter are now able to correct  these 
faults  should they occur again. 

Saw-doctoring follow-up at the Kosgama complex 

It was possible to spend only a few hours at the 3aw-doctoring workshop at 

the main woodworking complex at Kosgama where the expert spent most of his time 

last year. During his visits he was able to point out the following faults and 

give advice on correcting them. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Fault 

Teeth of the  frame-saw blades 
were breaking off. 

Frame-saw blades were not ton- 
sioned correctly.    The  expert 
suspected  that  very little ten- 
sioning of these blades had been 
done  since his departure last 
year.    This,  together with the 
excessive  spring setting,  is the 
cause of the blades not  ou'.ting 
properly;  the  fault  does not   lie 
in the  shape of the teeth. 

New wide bandsaw blades were 
delivered,  which were the wrong 
length,  unfortunately too short, 
and the  wrong pitch. 

Suggested improvement 

Too much  set  was being applied to the 
teeth probably starting cracks which, 
coupled with the additional  load placed 
on the  overset  teeth,   caused one  to break 
off which  in turn caused others to shear 
off and   pile  up behinl  the   first   tooth 
which would  stick  in the  cut.    Use  the 
new dial  type  set  gauge  ordered  for' thin 
purpose and do not  exceed an 0.8 mm stt. 

Frame-saw blades  must  b>-   tensioned  if 
trouble-free  sawing and  fast  cutting are 
desired.     There  is no  easy way out   - the 
work has to be done and done  correctly 

.and it  only becomes hard work when the 
process   is neglected.     Blades must  be 
checked every time they are  removed for 
sharpening. 

The expert,s instructions  should be fol- 
lowed pertaining to the  standardization 
of wide  bandsaw blades.   2/    Blades should 
be purchased in strip  form and have 50 mni 

pitch teeth  for all the  different  mach- 
ines at  all the different  factories. The 
standardized widlhs and thicknesses 
should be noted. 

4. 

6. 

The tooth depth on wide bandsaw 
blades was too large.    This could 
cause cracks to develop in the 
weakened teeth. 

Tooth profiles in general were 
not as they should be. 

Tooth profiles were very irregu- 
lar and did not have the neces- 
sary smooth contour. 

The best  possible tooth shape was intro- 
duced which had a 16 mm depth,  the drawing: 
of which is on the standardization chart ,¿/ 
and the machine settings to produce this 
shape were  listed on the machine-setting 
charts   introduced by the expert.    Machine 
operators  should be  supervised so that 
these settings are not  altered. 

The correct  settings  for all blades in- 
cluding the numerous  circular saw blades 
should be  supervised. 

The machines for sharpening are even more 
worn that they were last year ^J and are 
causing all  sorts of problems which the 
operators do not understand.    The expert's 
recommendations  3/ still hold that these 
machines must be replaced as soon as 
possible. 

¿/ UNIDO, op. cit.. pp 

¿/ UNIDO, op. cit.. p. 

âj UNIDO, op. cit.. p. 

¿/ UNIDO, pp. cit., p. 

, 6 and 57. 

57. 

5- 
11. 
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